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A �D paraxial migration method without lateral splitting

M� Kern

INRIA� Domaine de Voluceau�Rocquencourt� BP ���� F��	��
 Le Chesnay C�edex

ABSTRACT

We introduce a migration algorithm based on paraxial wave equation that does not use any splitting in
the lateral variables� The discretization is �rst derived in the constant coe�cient case by higher order �nite
di�erences� then generalized to arbitrarily varying velocities via �nite elements� We present a detailed plane wave
analysis in a homogeneous medium� and give evidence that numerical dispersion and anisotropy can be controlled�
Propagation along depth is done with a higher order method based on a conservative Runge Kutta method� At
each step in depth we have to solve a large linear system� This is the most time consuming part of the method�
The key to obtaining good performance lies in the use of a Conjugate Gradient like iterative solver� We show the
performance of the method with a model example�

Keywords� Seismic migration� paraxial equations� �nite di�erence� �nite element� numerical dispersion�
iterative methods�

� INTRODUCTION

Finite di�erence migration provides an e�cient and accurate migration method� Its chief advantage is to allow
for arbitrary variation of the velocity� For �D situations� the main drawback is the relatively high cost of the
method� To overcome this drawback� several authors�������� have advocated using splitting in the lateral directions�
so as to implement �D migration at a cost proportional to the number of grid points� This would not be true if
one did not use splitting and solved the linear system by a direct method� Of course splitting introduces errors�
mainly along the diagonal directions� so corrections have to be added� in a mostly ad	hoc fashion� Alternatively�
Collino and Joly� have proposed a consistent splitting method� that is one in which isotropy error is at the level
of numerical error�

This paper details the implementation of a migration algorithm based on paraxial equations whose main
feature is that it deals directly with the 
D lateral equation� without resorting to any splitting in the lateral
variables� We are still able to maintain e�ciency by solving the large linear system at each step in depth by
modern iterative methods� since convergence is rapid a soon as the frequency is not too low� Further highlights
of the paper are�

� Use of higher order schemes in both the lateral and the transverse variables� in order to obtain high accuracy�

� Precise control of dispersion and anisotropy in a homogeneous medium by plane wave analysis�

� Extension to arbitrarily heterogeneous media via �nite elements�



An outline of the paper is as follow� We begin by recalling the derivation of paraxial equations� and give a
variational formulation for the particular choice we make in this paper� We then describe the discretization in the
lateral variables� �rst in the constant velocity case� then in the variable velocity case� We present the procedure
for back	propagation in depth� and detail how we solve the linear system� We conclude by presenting a numerical
example�

� PARAXIAL EQUATIONS

Paraxial equations are PDEs intended to approximate the up	going part of the solution of the wave equation�
As is well known� an approximation is needed since this up	going wave is actually represented �in the frequency
	 wave	number domain by a non	rational function� There is a large literature on paraxial approximations� but
we will just refer to the companion paper� for references� In this paper we use approximations coming from
Bamberger and al��� and for ease of exposition concentrate on the so called generalized ��� equation �it is shown
in� how the general case can be reduced to this one ���
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where c is the �position dependent velocity� �v is related to u �the up	going solution by u �
p
c�v� and � is the

frequency� �� is an auxiliary unknown introduced in order to avoid higher order derivatives�

Equation �� has been shown in� to be a proper generalization of the classical ��� equation� By choosing values
for the parameters � and � one obtains several approximations� valid over di�erent ranges of angles� Choosing
� � �� � � ��
 gives the ��� approximation� whereas for � � ���� � � ��
 one obtains the ��� approximation�

After the classical Claerbout� change of function v � �vei��cz �and the corresponding change for ��� which
enables us to take vertical propagation exactly into account� we introduce a bounded domain � � ��L�L������ Z��
where L and Z are �large� numbers� and apply appropriate boundary conditions on the �ctitious lateral boundary�
It is shown in�	 that by using �rst order boundary conditions� one obtains a decrease of energy� For the problem
posed in the bounded domain� we can give a variational formulation� We set����
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then the variational formulation of equation� � is�

Find v� � such that ����
���

d
dz
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Of course� one should make functional spaces precise� This is done in��	 Our discretization procedure will be
based on ���



� DISCRETIZATION IN THE LATERAL VARIABLES

In this section we describe our main discretization procedure� We begin with the homogeneous medium case�
as it lends itself to a complete dispersion analysis� and we later generalize it to take into account heterogeneous
media�

In both cases� we will use a square uniform grid of size h� Of course in the variable coe�cient case this is
not necessary� but it is current practice� it is convenient� and it helps maintain some control over the numerical
anisotropy�

��� Homogeneous medium

In this section� we disregard boundary conditions� so that we can apply plane wave analysis later on� In this
case� we can base our discretization of �� on �nite di�erences� Indeed� we de�ne approximations to the Laplace
operator� and �we explain why we do this below to the identity by��
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where �	� �� � are � real parameters and where���
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In other words� �h
� is a nine points approximation to the Laplacian� second order for any value of 	� and that

respects the basic symmetries of the mesh� Also Mh
��� is a nine points approximation to the identity� second order

for all values of � and �� As shown below� introducing these two parameters will give us some additional freedom
in controlling numerical anisotropy�

The discrete version of our problem is now���
�
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We need to explain why we approximate the identity in two di�erent ways� When we eliminate �n
h in ��

above� we do not want to invert a matrix� Thus we keep the mass matrix in the �rst equation as the identity �or
a diagonal mass matrix in the next subsection� On the other hand� the dispersion analysis that follows will show
the usefulness of introducing Mh

��� � The main drawback will become apparent when we deal with heterogeneous
media in the next subsection� as we are not able to prove any stability estimate for the discrete problem�

��� Heterogeneous media

The schemes described in the previous subsection are extended to heterogeneous media via a special choice
of �nite elements on a regular grid� This enables us to recover the �nite di�erence method when the medium is
homogeneous� In order to preserve isotropy� we de�ne � meshes on the square grid� named after the �nite element



Right P1 meshLeft P1 meshQ1 mesh

Figure �� The three meshes

they lead to� a left P� mesh� a right P� mesh� and a Q� mesh� By looking at �gure � the names should be
self	explanatory�

We now de�ne the various matrices that will provide the discrete form of ��� We let

� MQ be the Q� consistent mass matrix�

� MP be the average of the consistent right and left P� mass matrices�

� M� be the lumped Q� mass matrix�

� KQ be the Q� sti�ness matrix�

� KP be the P� sti�ness matrix�

then we set �
M��� � ��� � � �


 M� � �

��� �MQ � �
� � �MP �

K� � �

K

Q � �

��	 � �KP �

The reason for the strange looking coe�cients is again that we want to recover the �nite di�erence scheme of the
previous section when the medium is homogeneous� This choice is explained in more details in��	

The semi	discrete problem is now� Find vh � Vh� such that��������
dvh
dz

� �i��M��h

���M����h � K����h � vh � �

vh�z � zn � vn�

��

The reason we introduce both consistent and lumped mass matrices is that we need to invert M� when we
eliminate �� so we want to keep it diagonal� On the other hand� we need to the consistent version of M��� to
recover accuracy and isotropy as shown in the previous section�

To conclude this section� let us note that detailed computations of the matrices can be found in Kern���



��� Discretization in depth

Equation �
 is formally similar to a Schr�odinger s equation� and it is known that most explicit schemes for
Schr�odinger s equation are unconditionally unstable� Thus we turn toward implicit schemes� The most widely
used is perhaps the mid	point rule as it insures conservation of a discrete energy��
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  � �
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where vnh denotes an approximation of vh at depth n�z� This is a second order method

In Joly and Kern��� we derived a fourth order scheme� which turned out to be identical to the fourth order 
	
steps Runge Kutta method �it can also be obtained as a fourth order diagonal Pad!e approximant to the exponential
function� It has the same conservative character as the second order scheme� But non	conservative schemes can
also be useful� as they remove unwanted components of the wavefronts�	 Kern�� introduced non	conservative
variants of the second and fourth order schemes that are �rst and third order respectively� The �rst order one is
none other that the well	know  scheme� They are both based on rational fraction to the exponential����
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The mid	point rule is recovered form R� for  � ��
� while R� gives the fourth order scheme for  � ��

As explained by Kern��� a simple and e�cient implementation can be based on factoring the rational fraction
R� as

R��x�  �
��� i��x��� i��x

�� � i��x�� � i��x
���

�the exact expressions for �i and �i are unimportant� Then� the third and fourth order schemes can just be
implemented as two stages of the �rst order method �see�� for details�

At each step in depth� we can eliminate �n
h � and then have to solve one or two linear systems of the form

S�vn��h � vnh  � i���z�� � � K�v
n
h ���

where
S � ��K� � ��M���M��� � i���z�K� �

� PLANE WAVE ANALYSIS

We now return to the setting of section ���� and perform a plane wave analysis� that is we look for solutions
to �� of the form�

vnh �i� j � exp i�ikxh � jkyh � n�zkz�

Such solutions can only exist if �kx� ky� kz satisfy what is a known as the discrete dispersion relation� In Joly
and Kern�� it is shown that if we let kz � �

c � k�z �Claerbout s change of variables the dispersion relation can
be written as
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for the second order �in depth scheme� and
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for the fourth order scheme� where

F������k� h � ��
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and where D� and M��� are the symbols of �h
� and Mh

��� respectively� Precise expressions are given in the above
reference�

From the dispersion we can make several deduction concerning properties of our scheme�

Accuracy From a Taylor expansion of ��
 one can see that the scheme is always second order with respect
to h� Conditions for it to be fourth order in the lateral variables are 	 � 
��� � � � � ���� The �rst
condition is natural� It just says that we are using the so	called Arakawa scheme� The second condition is
the justi�cation for the introduction of the parameters � and �� Without them� we cannot achieve fourth
order�

Stability Since kz is always real� the scheme is conservative� and in particular unconditionally stable�� Of course
this is only true because of our idealized hypotheses �no boundary� constant velocity� In the general case�
the best we can hope for is dissipativity�

Isotropy For no choice of �� � can we obtain a sixth order scheme� but we can try and make the error as isotropic
as possible� This can be achieved for � � ����� � � ����� giving a �maxi	isotropic� scheme�

Vertical propagation Because of Claerbout s change of variable� vertical propagation is exact� Thus� for kx �
ky � �� we have kz � ��c�

The clearest way to assess the in#uence of the several parameters entering our schemes is via a numerical
comparison of the dispersion error� We use a criterion devised by Collino	 in 
D� based on the dip angle error�

which is arctan�
jkj
kz

� Thus we compare this quantity for the exact paraxial equation� and that for the approximate

one� Note that we use the paraxial equation� and not the �arguably more relevant wave equation� as we have no
way of justifying the latter� We send in a plane wave coming in at an angle  with the vertical� and 
 with the x
axis in the horizontal plane� By making all quantities dimension	less� we see that the relevant parameters can be
chosen as�

� The �tangent of the angle of the incoming plane wave with the vertical� p � tan �

� The �inverse of the number of points per wavelength in the horizontal direction� H � �h�
�c�

� The ration of the step sizes in z to that in �x� y� b � �z�h�

There are too many parameters in sight� We keep � � ��� and � � ��
 �xed �we chose a particular paraxial
equation� and also keep b � � �it was shown in�� that for the most interesting schemes� the in#uence of b is
small� In the next �gures� we plot the dip error angle as a function of either H� 
 or both � for di�erent values
of the scheme parameters 	� �� � and the second or fourth order in depth scheme�

In �gures 
 and �� we compare the second and fourth order schemes in the lateral variables� while remaining
second order in depth� Figure 
 plots the dip error angle as a function of H and 
� while �gure � keeps 
 � ���
as this is the worst case� The superiority of the fourth	order scheme is self evident�
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We now keep 	 �xed at 
��� and investigate the in#uence of the �� � parameters on isotropy� subject to
� � � � �� Figure � shows polar plots of the dip error angle as a function of 
� for H � ���� and several values
of �� The isotropy error appears to be quite unsensitive to the precise value of � around the �maxi	isotropic�
value� we note also that a value of � outside of ��� �� might be interesting� in��� we noted that � � ����� has the
property to minimize the L� nrom of the error over all angles�

Eventually� in �gure �� we compare the schemes for evolution in depth� Again the higher order scheme
obviously has better properties�

� SOLUTION OF THE LINEAR SYSTEM

System ��� will usually be large� In the example presented below� the grid is ���� ���� More realistic cases
would have � times this resolution� The main reason why most authors use lateral splitting is precisely to avoid
having to solve this system� We now show how this task can be carried out at a reasonable cost� The matrix S is
very sparse� as it has only " non	zero diagonals� Thus we solve the system by iterative methods� For symmetric
positive de�nite systems the �preconditioned conjugate gradient algorithm is currently considered as the method
of choice��� Unfortunately� our system is complex and non	hermitian� which renders its solution more di�cult�
Indeed� no bulletproof method exists for such systems� even though this is an area of active research�� Among
the most successful methods� let us quote

GMRES�� This is probably the most robust method� as it minimizes the residual at each iteration� For un	
symmetric matrices this can only be done by explicitly remembering all previous search directions� so this
method has the drawback of requiring a large amount of memory�

BCG It is the simplest to implement� It amounts to applying the conjugate gradient method to the �non
positive de�nite matrix 	

� S�

S �



�

A more theoretical derivation shows that this method is actually a Lanczos bidiagonalization��� which
means that it is susceptible to breakdown� it is possible that some iterates cannot be computed� While
actual breakdown are unlikely� near breakdown are quite common and manifest themselves in an erratic
convergence curve�

QMR� This method has been designed to prevent breakdowns in the Lanczos process� It has the same low
memory requirements of BCG� being based on a three term recurrence� while having a convergence theorem
almost as good as that of GMRES�

We have implemented BCG and QMR� with varying results� With only diagonal preconditioning� we found
the method converged rapidly �� to �� iterations for all but the very few smallest frequencies� At low frequencies�
up to ��� iterations could be required� This is especially troublesome since those frequencies contribute very little
to the �nal migrated image� Several things could be done to circumvent this problem �but none of them has
been implemented for lack of time� change the mesh according to the frequency� When adding the individual
contributions to the migrated image� this requires some form of interpolation� Alternatively� one could use a
Taylor expansion for low frequencies� Let us emphasize that this rapid convergence means that the overall cost
of the method is comparable to the cost of methods that use splitting �be it the classical one as in��� or the
consistent ones of��� It is a small multiple of the number of grid points� Thus at least for frequencies that are
not too low� the method is a viable alternative to splitting�



� NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

We illustrate the method with a simple numerical example� It consists of the migration of a point source in a
homogeneous medium� The computational domain is �
�� m in each of the horizontal directions� and �
� m in
the vertical direction� The grid sizes are h � �z � �
�� m� The velocity is ���� m$s� The source is located on
the surface at the center of the computational domain� the time of the explosion is ����
� s ��
% of the travel
time to the bottom� and the frequency cuto� of the source is �� Hz� The computations were run on a Cray C"��
and took �� minutes� running at close to ��� M#ops�

In �gure � we compare � of the schemes� the second order one� the maxi	isotropic one� and the one that
minimizes the mean square of the dispersion error� We show horizontal sections of the migrated image at 

di�erent depths It is quite clear that both fourth order schemes have much better isotropy properties than the
second order one� even though they all seem to show a comparable amount of dispersion� This is even more evident
in �gure� where we compare vertical slices of the migrated image along the x coordinate axis for the second order�
and maxi	isotropic schemes� In this �gure� though� what is apparent is not so much numerical dispersion as the
limits of the ��� equation for angles that are close to ��� In all cases� though numerical dispersion is kept at an
acceptable level�

� CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a numerical method for solving the paraxial wave equation without compromising either
accuracy or isotropy� The key to achieving this goal is an e�cient solution of the linear system� Although there
is still need for more work at low frequencies� we have shown how the use of modern iterative methods made this
feasible�
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Figure �� Comparison of � schemes� Top row� second order �	 � �� � � �� � � �� Middle row� fourth order�
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�	 � 
��� � � ������ � � ������ bottom row� Left column� slice at �
� m� right column� slice at ��� m
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Figure �� Vertical slices along the x axis
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